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My Test for Coronavirus 
 

There is a virus we call Coronavirus, or COVID-19. A virus is a tiny 

germ. It can make some people feel sick.  

 

 

 

The virus can live in my throat or at the back of my nose. Medical 

professionals have a special way of testing for the virus. The test can 

be done at my doctor’s or we can drive to a special place for the test.  

 

 

 

 

To do the special test, I need to tilt my head back a little bit, and the 

medical professional will put a thin stick with some soft cotton at the 

end up my nose. The stick needs to touch right up the back of my 

nose to collect any germs that might be hiding there. This might feel 

a bit strange or tickly, but it’s ok and safe, and it won’t hurt. 
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When it’s my turn for the test, I have one big job I can do to help. I 

need to keep my body very still, like a statue! This is very important. I 

need to keep very still even though I might want to pull the thin stick 

out of my nose. A grownup might help me keep my body really still. 

Let’s practice! 

 

 

The test is very quick and takes about 3 seconds. I need to keep my 

body still for those three seconds. Let’s practice counting to 3! 

1.. 2.. 3! 
I can remember how brave I am, and that I have been really brave 

before too. I can count to 3 in my mind or cuddle my special toy. I 

can also have a special treat ready for straight afterwards. I can get 

them ready to go now.  
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I have done a great job being brave and helping stay still for my test. 

I can enjoy my treat now and celebrate how brave I was! Well done 

to me! 
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A note for parents and caregivers. 

There are some things you can do to help your young child through their test for COVID-19. Staying 

calm, reassuring, and positive yourself about the testing process is important. Give your child basic 

facts, using age-appropriate language. You can tell them the purpose of the test, why it’s important, 

and what to expect. Keep factual and avoid using any strong or negative emotional language. 

Remind them of times they have been brave before, have a familiar or comforting toy, and have a 

small reward for immediately afterwards.  

Avoid minimising any distressed or worried feelings – reassure them you are there, and they are ok, 

but avoid any in depth or fear-based discussions. Take some slow breaths and notice some colours, 

shapes or objects around them beforehand to help distract them whilst you are waiting. Adults or 

older children can model coping well for younger children to observe. During the test, counting to 

three, hugging their teddy, or holding your hand are all things they can do. Immediately afterwards, 

offer them a cuddle and their reward, and remind them they were super brave and how proud you 

are of them.   

 

 


